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Ever since the discovery of cosmic rays by Victor F Hess in

1912 studies of the interactions of extremely high energy cos-

mic rays have been a unique source of information on particle

and nuclear interactions at energies far beyond the energies

imparted to particles by the moBt powerful laboratory accele-

rators. The energies of the primary cosmic rays that haws

been observed so far span the enormous range from present ac-

celerator energies up to 103* eV. Reliable determination of

Ihes"1 energies is of great importance both for astrophysics

and for particle and nuclear physics studies.

Unfortunately the energies of the very energetic cosmic ray

particles can not be measured directly. They have to be deduced

from observed properties of the secondaries produced in inter-

actions of the primary and secondary particles with atomic

nuclei. Various methods for estimating the energies have been

proposed in the past [1] before detailed studies of particle-

-particle and particle-nucleus interactions in the energy range

up to 400 GeV were performed at laboratory accelerators [2]. In

this note we show that two alternative general pictures of par-

ticle-nucleus interactions, which successfully describe the ge-

neral features of particle-nucleus collisions observed at high

energy accelerators, lead to the same new method for estimating

the energies of incident particles from the angular distribu-

tion of the produced ones. The new method is a modification of

the Castagnoli method [1]. We also modify the P,-method, where

a constant value of the average transverse momentum <Pj> "

- .35 GeV, of the produced charged particles is assumsd. W~

test our modified methods in accelerator experiments with known



beam energies and we demonstrate their validity

Energy estimates for pp collisions: In high energy cosmic

ray experiments it is convenient to define a pseudorapidity

variable TJ = - ln[tg(6/2) ]w In {ZP^/Pj) where 6. PL and Pj are

respectively the angle, the parallel and the perpendicular com-

ponents of the momentum of the produced particles with respect

to the incident particle momentum. For a high energy particle

with E w PL. TJ is related to its rapidity

y - \ In [(E*PL)/CE-PL)] - In [(E*PLJ/mTl through

n«y • ln(mT/PT) . (1)

where m_ - (m'+P.2) /l. E and m are respectively the energy and

mass of the produced particle. From high energy accelerator data

we know that the PT distribution of produced particle» falls ra-

pidly with Pj and since most of the produced particles have very

large lab energies their average rapidity and pseudorapidity satisfy

/PT)> . (2)

From the high energy accelerator data we also know that the re-

lative abundance of different masses and the small P-, behaviour

of most of th3 produced particles are energy independent, con-

sequently A = <n> - <y> Is energy independent. If we now note

that for pp-collisions the y-distribution of the final partic-

les has to be symmetric around ycm, the crmter of mass rapidi-

ty, i.e. <y> - ycm • ijr In (2E/m ) where m is the proton mass,

we arrive at the result

lnfc • a, (3)



where a = - •* ln(m_/2) • A. A can be determined from a single

experiment at a fixed incident energy. For instance, from the

measurement of dn/dn by the Alma Ata-Gatchina-Moecow-Tashkent

collaboration at 400 GeV, ÅwO.45 [3] and Eq. (3) can then be

written as

E - 0.4 ^ e 2 < n > (4)

We note that the energy estimate of Castagnoli et al. [1] can

be written as

m 2<n'>
E • -^ e (5)

where n' = ln(1/2 tan8). It can be derived from Eq. (3) if

one neglects the difference between rapidity and pseudorapidity

(A • 0) and if one makes the approximation tg(8/2) w 1 2 tg 8,

i.e. n «• n'• In pp-collisions some particles are produced with

quite large angles that do not satisfy r; M r\'. However* some

of them are produced with 8 > 90° and cannot be included in the

Castagnoli average. In many cases the two mistakes approxima-

tely cancel each other and <n> <* <n'> is well satisfied although

for many particles n " n' is badly violated. From eqs. (4)

and (5) we thus conclude that for pp collisions the Castagnoli

method overestimates the incident energy by about a factor 2.5.

Energy estimates for particle-nucleus collisions; Let us first

consider collective models for particle-nucleus interactions.

The Collective Tube Models [4] (CTPU for instance assume that

•the incident particle interacts collectively with a tube of nuc-

leons that it encounters on its path through the nucleus and

that the p-tube collision resembles an elementary pp-collision.

If the tube contains v nucleons, the rapidity of the p-tube



center of mass is given by y_.m • 7 In (2E/vm }. Following
win £ p

the same arguments that led to Eq. (3) we arrive at the pre-

diction

• £ ln(2E/m ) - j In v, (6)

i.e.

<tj>
1

lnE • [7)

_ 1.where now a = -»ln(vm /2) • <ln(m./p.)> and the average is

carried over all p-tube charged products. Unfortunately there

is no direct way to determine the number of nucleons that par-

ticipated in the interaction. However, if we assume that the

number of heavy track particles [5] in p-emulsion collisions,

some kind of a "measure" of v we can writeu'

Jin E • a (8)
"h ' "h

where the subscript N. indicates that <n> and a depend on Nn«

Let us now show that the independent particle models also lead

to Eq. (8)i Consider for instance the Independent Particle

Fragmentation (IPF) modul [6] where the incident particle ex-

cites all the v nucleons that it collides with on its straight

path through the nucleus and then fragements when it emerges

at the back of the nucleus. Such a picture leads to the predic-

tion that the rapidity distribution of the produced particles

is given by

dn/dy • vdn./dy • dn /dy
z p

(9)

whera n and n. are the number of fragmentation products» asso-

ciated with the projectile and target nucleon, respectively. In

tegration of Eq. (9) with <n.> « <n > gives



. » (1 • <v>) <n> N/2 , (10)

where <n> . and <n> ,. ars respectively the average multipli-

cities in particle-nucleus and in particle-nuclein collisions

at the same incident energy and <v> is given by

°PA

where the cross sections are the total inelastic ones [7).

Let <y > and <yt> be the average rapidities of the projectile

and the target nucleon fragments, respectively. For pp-colli-

sions <yi_> and <y > should be symmetrically located around y__
^ p cm

and thus <y > • 2y£p - <yt>. With <n.> •» <n > the average ra-

pidity in a particle-nucleus reaction can be written

y<y t> * <y p> ( v - y t ; ygg

From eq. (9) one can easily show that if N^ is a measure of v

then for a fixed incident energy

<1>N - <nt> • const/<ng>N , (13)

where <n >.. is the average number of shower-particles produced

in stars with N. heavy tracks, and the constant depends on energy

but not on N^. In Fig. 1a we have plotted <n> as a function of

<ng>JJ
1 for 200, 300 and 400 GeV p-Emulsion experiments 18). WÖ

find that indeed <n> for different Nh bins lie on straight lines.

In Fig. 1b we have plotted <nt>-values obtained from the inter-

cepts of the lines in rig. 1a as a function of In E. We find

that <n.> can be well represented by a straight ling with the

slope 1/2. With <yt> « i In E • const. Eq. (12) lead to Eqs.

(7) and (8). We have t hur. arrived at the conclusion that both



CTM and IPF models lead to tne same estimate

m
h (14)

n

Eq. (14) is the generalization of Eq. (4) to p-emulsion colli-

sions. It predicts that when <n>w are plotted as a function
"h

cf lnE they fall on parallel straight lines with a universal
slope 0 . 5 . In f i g . 2 we p lo t <n>|u as function of lnE for

"h

different N. bins from 200, 300 and 400 GeV p-emulsion experi-

ments [8]. Indeed we see that within statistical errors the

points do fall on parallel lines w'.th the slope 0.5. C., is

approximately given by C., « 0.5 • 0.17 N.. The energy of anyp-emulsion collision can now be estimated from

E - (0.5 * 0.17 Nh)
m_ 2<n>

e (15)

We note that for stars with N. = 3 Castagnoli's estimate as re-

presented by Eq. (5) accidently yields estimated energies simi-

lar to those obtained from Eq. (15) but for stars with N. va-

lues which are considerably different from 3 the two estimates

differ considerably.

The incident energy may also be determined if one assumes that

the produced particles are emitted with <Pj > • 0.35 GeV/c. This

means that the total momentum carried away by the charged secon-

daries can be written as PJQJ * <PT>£fsinB,)" , where 8. are

the emission angles. Taking into consideration that on the

average the neutral secondaries are about 1/2 of the charged

particles we get the formula

,-1
0.53 [GeV] . (16)

<Pj> for particles that are produced from nuclear targets is



considerably larger than those produced from hydrogen targets [2]

Experimentally we find for 200, 300 and 400 GeV proton-emulsion

data [8] that

E M 0.62 £(sinB.)~1 [GeV] (17)
i

Fig. 4a shows the distributions of estimated energies that were

obtained from Eqa. (5) and (16) for a sample of proton-emulsion

collisions at 400 GeV [3]. Fig. 4b present the distributions

obtained from the modified methods as given by Eqs. (15) and

(17). We note that the distributions obtained from the modified

methods are centered around the correct energy, while F-. (5)

yields a broader distribution which is not centered around

400 GeV.

Energy estimates for nucleus-nucleus collisions; The CTM vi-

sualizes these collisions as a sum of incoherent tube-tube col-

lisions that take place in the intersection region of the colli-

ding nuclei [9]. Tube-tube collisions are rcgardad as elemen-

tary particle collisions and consequently if v is the number

of nucleons in the incident tube and vt is the number of nuc-

leons in the target tube, the cm. rapidity of the tubs-tube

1 1

collisions is given by ycm - £ln(2En/m ) - jlntv^/v ) wbere En

is the energy per nucleon of the incoming nucleus. When we sum

over the different tube-tube collisions, we get

<y> » 7 ln(2Ep/mp) - \ In (<vt>/<v >) (16)

Eq. (18) is identical to Eq. (6) if v s <v^>/<v > • v, i.e. the

CTM-energy estimates for a nucleus-nucleus collision and for a

particle-nucleus collision are the same if v • v.



The IPF model visualizes nucleus-nucleus collision as a sum of

independent particle-particle collisions. If N and Nx. are the

number of participant nucleons of the projectile and the target

respectively, then [10]

dn/dy • N. dn^/dy + N dn /dy , (19)
* t t J p p J

< n >
A lA 2 "

 ( < V * < N p > ) < n >
P P

/ 2 (20)

and

* Nn<y >

Nt + Np V N P
(21)

We note that Eq. (21) is identical to Eq. (12) if v* - v where

v « <v^>/<v > «• N^/N , which shows that the estimates of the

energy per incident nucleon of the IPF model for nucleus-nucleus

reactions and for particle-nucleus reactions are the same if

V " V .

Since the CTM-expression is easier to handle, we will use it to

estimate the energies, but we will bear in mind that the IPF mo-

del will give approximately the same estimate. From Eq. (18) w«

arrive at the energy estimate

<q> - j lnE - jln (v*m /2) • <ln(mT/PT)> (22)

No accelerator data is available on high energy nucleus-nucleus

collisions so <ln(mj/Pj)> cannot be determined directly from ex-

periment but has to be evaluated theoretically. If we assume

that the shower particles contain mainly pions produced in the

collision and protons originating from projectile and the target

nuclei, i.e. n • n^ • n£ then from known p,distribution.-, for pions

and protons we obtain the estimate



< l n ( m T / P T ) > * ( . 2 n * • 1 . 6 n « .2 • 1.4 n[J/n8

and consequently an estimate of E , the energy par nucleon of

the projectile nucleus is given ty

(23)exp(2<n> - 2.8n£

In one divides the nucleus-nucleus collisions into two catego-

ries, peripheral and central collisions, due to their impact pa-

*

remetor, one finds that v for peripheral collisions is approxi-

mately 1 and for central collisions it is approximately

i /) where A*, and A,, are the atomic numbers of the twot p

nuclei. The number of participant protons, np, is difficult
8

to estimate and the contribution from fast target protons is

completely unknown. In central reactions, np can be estimated

from the difference between the initial charges and the charges

carried by heavy track particles. In non-central reactions the

number of participant projectile nucleons is close to the num-

ber of recoiling protons i.e. protons in thB energy range 30-4C0

MeV (number of recoiling protons - N ) [11]. Thus a reasonable

estimate of n in non-central reactions is vP w 0.5 N if we

S 8 g

neglect the contribution from target protons. Unfortunately at

present formula (23) for energy estimates in nucleus-nucleus col-

lisions can not be tested experimentally since no accelerator

beams of high energy ions are pressntly available.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: a) The average pseudo-rapidity as a function of

<n > for different N^-bins at different energies.

The straight lines are best fits to the experimental

data (8l.

b) <n>.-vaiuB8 as a function of In E obtained from

the straight line fits in a).The solid line is

j In E • const.

Fig. 2. The average pseudo-rapidity for different N.-bins as

a function of In E. The straight lines are best fits

of the form * In E < a to the experimental data [8].

Fig. 3. The constants C^ in Eq. (14) as a function of N.
h

obtained from the straight lines in Fig. 2. The solid

line is 0.5 • 0.17 Nh»

Fig. 4. The incident proton energies estimated for a sample

of 400 CeV proton-emulsion collisions [8].

a) Solid histogram: Eq. (5), dashed: Eq. (16).

b) Solid histogram: Eq. (15), dashed: Eq. (17).
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